Cinemagraphic Translation of Qualitative Research Findings

- experience from the making of the film vignette "Illustrating Lupus"
Fish on a Hook
Mike suffers from panic attacks and agoraphobia, and often finds it difficult to go outside the house. As he describes in detail what it's like to suffer from debilitating anxiety, we witness the trials and tribulations he endures, from simple tasks like going to the supermarket being "like a bloody nightmare."

Director: Andy Glynne
Voice: Mike
Animation Director: Jim Field
Music: Paul White

www.animatedminds.com
Science translated through film

The DNA Detective:
- Eske Willerslev, biologist, DNA-Researcher
- Linus Mørk, Photographer, Director

- Nature’s Disorder:
  - Jacob Nossal, Journalist
  - Kristian Martiney, PhD Student
  - Thomas Corneliussen, Theater Director
  - Christian Sønderby Jepsen, Movie Director
Living with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus- Existential Experiences with Long-term Illness
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Aim:

- To explore the existential conditions and experiences over time in women with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus.
Design and Method

- Longitudinelt interview design
- 3 interview sessions during 1½ years
- Hermeneutic- phenomenological analysis
- 15 participants/ 43 interviews
Being in a Standstill-in-life

Moving with the waves of Lupus

From stranger to companionship
An illustration of Lupus

- Illustration of the existential conditions of life with Lupus
- Aimed to evoke intense feelings and recognition
- Translation of research findings related to PhD thesis
- Communicating research findings to public
Film vignettes

- Short and intense
- The idea or character of something
- Meaning translated through pictures
- Used in poetry, theater and films